Instant Connection

Effortless and Automatic Rapport

mindpersuasion.com
Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize being deeply connected to a specific person or to people in general. See a beam of light connecting either your chests (Heart Chakra), or minds, or however you’d like to visualize subconscious to subconscious connection.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are having an easier time getting into rapport with others. Make note of your body language and the body language of others you are interacting with.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
**Affirmations**

I connect instantly

I create rapport instantly

I instantly make people feel comfortable around me

I instantly make people feel relaxed around me

people feel as if they've known me for years

strangers feel as if we are old friends

strangers feel connected to me

strangers feel attracted to me

strangers feel familiar around me

strangers trust me

strangers admire me

strangers follow me

strangers feel open to me

strangers want to open to me

strangers feel willing to take risks with me

strangers feel a deep connection to me
strangers feel a strong connection to me
strangers feel an old connection to me
strangers feel a magnetic connection to me
strangers feel instantly fond of me
strangers instantly feel protective of me

You connect instantly
You create rapport instantly
You instantly make people feel comfortable around you
You instantly make people feel relaxed around you
people feel as if they've known you for years
strangers feel as if you are old friends
strangers feel connected to you
strangers feel attracted to you
strangers feel familiar around you
strangers trust you
strangers admire you
strangers follow you
strangers feel open to you
strangers want to open to you
strangers feel willing to take risks with you
strangers feel a deep connection to you
strangers feel a strong connection to you
strangers feel an old connection to you
strangers feel a magnetic connection to you
strangers feel instantly fond of you
strangers instantly feel protective of you